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ABSTRACT THE THERMAL-HYDRAULICS AND CORE
KINETICS MODELS

PCTRAN is a plant analyzer that uses a personal computer to
simulate plant response. The plant model is recently expanded The basic thermal hydraulics of PCTRAN are first-
to accommodate beyond design-basis severe aidents. In the principle in mass and energy balance ensuring credible and
event of multiple failures of the plant safety systems, the core realistic simulations. For a pressurized water reactor, a non-
may experience heatup and extensive failure. Using a high- equilibrium pressurizer model was used. The steam generators
powered personal computer (PC), PCTRAN-3 is designed to are modeled as homogeneous equilibrium two-phase volumes.
operate at a speed significantly faster than real-time. A The fluid discharge rate from a break uses the Moody critical
convenient, interactive and user-friendly graphics interface allows flow model'. The core power is determined by a point-kinetics
MI control by the operator. The plant analyzer is intended for model with one delayed neutron group. Reactivity is controlled
use in severe accident management. In this paper the code's by rods and boron with feedback from the moderator temperature
component models and sample runs anging from normal and fuel temperature (Doppler) coefficients. After reactor
operational tansients to severe accidents are reviewed. shutdown the standard decay heat table provides the heat input.

INTRODUCTION SEVERE ACCIDENT MODELS

NainedPersonal ComputerTransientAnalyzerPCTRAN In order to simulate a severe accident with portions of
was irst introduced' in 1985. Its sope was limited to the the core exposed, a number of the plant's redundant safety
nuclear steam supply system (NSSS). The first upgrade' two systems have to be bypassed. Reduced heat transfer in the core
years later expanded to include containment parameters. leads to clad damage and hydrogen generation. Signs of core
Recently it was further extended to severe aidents. Using a damage will show up in the elevated radiation readings. Release
modern PC with Super VGA graphics, design of the man- of the core inventory of iodine and noble gases constitutes te
machine interface has been upgraded to resemble the instructor's source term. Other fission product elements are not considered
station of a full-scope training simulator. because they tend to be retained in the containment with little

chances of release.
For a light water reactor, even with the assumption of

complete failure of the ECCS, it still takes a relatively long time Metal-WaterReaction
period for core damage to take place. In order to analyze the
consequences in a predictive manner for accident management, The Baker-Just Correlation' for metal-water reaction is
it is essential for the plant analyzer to accelerate this process. used for calculating the extent of hydrogen generation. In the
Running on an Intel 486 DX2-66 machine, PCTRAN-3 reaches event that the concentration of hydrogen in the containment
a maximum speed of twenty times faster than real-time. Other reaches its combustible condition, ignition may take place. When
speeds including real-time can also be chosen for training the core materials are heated to their melting points, the fraction
purpose. of the molten core is calculated by PCTRAN-3. Fission product

release after core degradation into the RC S and further dispersion
By expanding the plant analyzer's capability into severe throughout the plant are contributors to the elevated dose

accidents and a user-friendly graphics interface, PCTRAN-3 is a readings.
convenient tool for training and accident management. It has
been used for development and validation of emergency Corium-Concrete Interaction
operating procedure (EOP) guidelines and exercise scenarios.

Since highly detailed models for vessel failure and the
chemical reactions between molten core and concrete had been
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developed in other severe accident codes', it is not repeated in In addition to the plant mimic display, selected transient
PCTRAN-3. Results of those studies will be reviewed such that parameters can be displayed in x-y trend plots.
simplified mechanistic correlations for parameters such as the
extent of corium-concrete interaction, amount of arousal Shown in Fig. 2 is the mimic of a three-loop PWR of
generation, etc. will be developed. These correlations will then 2995 Mwt. A single loop designated as "A" is at the left side
be incorporated into future versions of PCTRAN to proceed to and the other two are combined as "B" at the right side. The
the later stage of core melt. generic model can be modified to be "plant specific" for any

Westinghouse, Framatome, Combust ion Engineering, KWU or
Containment Failure even Russian designed VVER plants. A plant specific version

may use either the lumped loop model, or each loop may be
When the calculated containment pressure exceeds the modeled individually.

plant's design limit by a specified margin, the containment is
allowed to fail. Fission products will then be released to the Simulation Speed
atmosphere. This and other mechanical/human errors are
included in the failure modes for simulation. Displayed in the upper left comer of the mimic is te

transient time (not the real-time) and simulation speed in
MAN-MACHINE GAPHICS INTERFACE multiples of "R" for real-time. Execution is defaulted to the

maximum speed the PC's CPU is capable of running. For a 486
PCTRAN-3 is completely interactive with graphics DX2 66MHz machine the maximum speed is about 20 times

display and mouse control. The user can select from a set of fglg than real-time. Should the execution speed be beyond
initial conditions (IC) corresponding to various power, flow and practical human terms, it may be controlled to suit the operator's
time-of-life conditions of the plant ig. 1). During simulation, needs. By clicking the mouse on the R button, the speed can be
the mimic display (Fig. 2 shows the plant conditions both changed to I for real-time or 2 or 10 times real-time. Real-
graphically and digitally. By using a mouse, the operator can time is ideal for training and fast-time is ideal for accident
choose from auto or manual mode to take control of the rods, prediction analysis.
pumps, or valves, just as in the plant control room. The operator
can also initiate malfunctions that encompass all categories ana- Plant Control Svstems
lyzed in the plant's FSAR and beyond (Fig. 3. It has the ability
to freeze, back-track, snap a new IC and reset. Its capability is Modern PWRs have sophisticated automatic control
similar to the instructor's station of a typical full-scope simulator. systems. The reactor power is controlled by the control rod

AMAN W

Figure 1 PCTRAN-3 Program Menu and Initial condition List.
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Figure 2 PCTRAN-3 PWR Plant Mimic.
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Figure 3 PCTRAN-3 Malfunction List.

Lressurizer C.system with the reactor coolant pressure and inventory controlled ontrol

by the pressurizer. The plant's steam output is controlled by the Lvl

turbine and feedwater systems. Each one has a programmed set Pressurizer level (%)

point but works in unison according to the power demand. In Chg Charging (CVCQ pump

PCTRAN-3, operation is defaulted to automatic mode. Anytime LtDn Letdown

the operator decides to take one of the control systems into Press RC pressure control (by heaters and

manual, he/she will click at the corresponding "M" button and a spray)

window will show up. By entering the now set point and closing
the window, the reactor will then run in the manual mode and To return to Auto mode, clicking on "A" will return to auto

respond according to the new-condition. operation.

In the right hand side panels of the mimic the system controls andlagfet Fe

are: System (SFAS)

Reactor Control At the lower right of the m im ic, status of the RPS and

SFAS is displayed. The reactor will be tripped automatically

Pwr Dmd Power demand upon conditions exceeding any of the RPS set points. The

Rate Ramp rate (Ololmin) corresponding symbol will turn to red. The reactor/turbine can

also be tripped manually by clicking on the "T" (for trip) buttons.

Steam Generator Control ECC
S and Containment ColinS Systems

Tur P Turbine header pressure (bar)

Tavg RC Tavg control (T) On the left side of the mimic the ECCS and containment

MFW Main feedwater cooling systems are displayed in their corresponding panels.

AFW Auxiliary feedwater There am high Pressure safety injection (HPS0, accumulators,

SDV A SG/A steam dump valves and lw Pressure injections (LPI) for core cooling and the

SDV B SG/B steam dump valves containment spray, fan cooler, and containment isolation valve

controls for the containment. All sstems are provided with

multiple trains of Pumps and valves with automatic initiation

logic. They can be manually overridden by point-and-click at the
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Figure 4 Reactor and Turbine Power for 50% Load Rejection.
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Figure 6 Reactor Pressure, Inventory and Hydrogen Generation Figure 7 Core Temperatures for a 00 cm 2 Cold Leg Break
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component by the operator anytime. At te lower center part of
the mimic a pressure vs. temperature diagram is provided for SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
indication of the sub-cooling margin of the primary coolant.

In this paper PCTRAN-3 has ben demonstrated to be
SAMPLE RUNS capable of reproducing the key phenomena ranging from normal

operations to severe accidents. The front-end (prior to core
In the verification process of the code, extensive studies uncovery) part of PCTRAN is first-principle and relatively

have been conducted against numerous PWR plants'Final Safety detailed. It ensures fidelity with respect to real plants for both
Analysis Reports. It has also been verified against actual plant normal and accidental conditions. For back-end phenomena, both
transients'. In order to demonstrate the code's capability to first-principle and empirical methods have been used to
simulate both normal and accident conditions, two sample runs encompass simulation of te entire spectrum of accident
are presented in this paper: first a 50% load rejection from full scenarios.
power, and second, a medium sized cold leg break of 100 cm'
with a total loss of ECCS makeup. For a given plant, a detailed verification study must be

conducted such that quantitative fidelity is assured. Taking
50% qgd Re'_ction advantage of the PC code's convenience in conducting various

combinations of failure mechanisms, it can be used for all phases
This case demonstrates PCTRAN.3s ability in initiating of severe accident management. PCTRAN-3 provides a versatile

a malfunction and the plant control system's capability in running tool for procedure development, staff training and development
back following a partial loss of load. The malfunction is initiated of exercise scenarios. Eventually, because of its high speed,
by clicking on No. 15, "Load Rejection", in the Malfunction List paths leading to and after corc-melt can be studied aead of an
(Fig 3 and entering 50% for its severity. Returning into actual occurrence. Then decisions can be made during real-life
execution, the turbine steam flow is reduced to 50% at a very events in order to prevent and/or mitigate the consequence. This
fast rate of 200% per minute, as shown in Fig. 4. This is the is the ultimate goal in severe accident management.
closing rate for the turbine control valve upon a loss of load.
Excess steam is dumped through the steam dump system while REFERENCES
the controls for reactor coolant T.,,,, pressurizer level, steam
generator level and control rods run back until stabilization at the 1. L. C. Po, "A Personal Computer Transient Analysis Program",
new power level is achieved. Fig. shows the key plant International Tovical Meeting on Computer Application or
parameters during tis process. This run shows the code's Nuclear Power P14at Ogeration and Control, Pasco, Washington.
capability of handling a relatively mild (and frequent) transient. September 8, 1985.

100 c' Cold Lep, Break Without ECC 2. L. C. Po, "Containment Analyses using PCTRAN2", ANS
Topical Meeting on Anticipated and Abnormal Transients, April

A medium-sized break with total loss of coolant makeup 12, 1987, Atlanta.
is quite an implausible event. Nevertheless, the purpose for
performing this run is to accelerate the core failure process so 3. F. J. Moody, "Maximum Flow Rate of a Single
that its consequences an be studied without prolonged delay. ComponentTwo-Phase Mixture", Transactions of ASME, Ser C,
Fig. 6 shows the calculated RC pressure, inventory and total 87 1965). pp. 134-142.
amount of hydrogen generation. The fuel and clad temperatures
are shown in Fig. 7 4. L. R. Baker Jr. and L. C. Just, "Studies of Metal-Water

Reactions at High Temperature, 111", ANL-6548 May 1962.
Following break initiation, the reactor is tripped on low

pressure. Since there is o coolant makeup, the RC inventory 5. Proceedings: MAAP Thermal-Hydraulic Qualifications and
falls rapidly. hen it loses about 60% of its initial inventory Guidelines for Plant Application Workshop", EPRI NP-7515, pp.
(about 350 M) within 100 seconds, the top of te core is 10-1, October 1991.
uncovered and the fuel assemblies start to heat up. When the
peak clad temperature exceeds about 1000'C, hydrogen is 6. L. C. Po, "Analysis of the Rancho Seco Overcooling Event
generated by zirconium-water reaction. The fuel and clad Using PCTRAN", Nuclear Science and Engineering, 98, 154-
temperatures reach a peak of about 2250'C, corresponding to the 161, 1988).
melting tmperature of the clad.
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